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Quiz 20
True or False

1. True ☐ or False ☐

2. True ☐ or False ☐

3. True ☐ or False ☐

4. True ☐ or False ☐

5. True ☐ or False ☐

6. True ☐ or False ☐

7. True ☐ or False ☐

8. True ☐ or False ☐

9. True ☐ or False ☐

10. True ☐ or False ☐

11. True ☐ or False ☐

12. True ☐ or False ☐

13. True ☐ or False ☐

14. True ☐ or False ☐

15. True ☐ or False ☐

1. In ancient Greece an adulterous husband was sometimes punished by the removal of his pubic hair
and the insertion of a large radish into his rectum

2. The uniform of the Nazi SS was created by clothes designer Hugo Boss

3. The potato was introduced to North America from Ireland

4. Panama Hats actually originated in Ecuador

5. Chicago was nicknamed the Windy City because its politicians had a reputation for being long-
winded

6. The Lakita Sioux Chief Sitting Bull's childhood nickname was 'Little Rabbit' for his speed and agility

7. Queen Elizabeth I of England was so frightened by fireworks that she outlawed their use and
beheaded those who violated the law

8. Women end up digesting most of the lipstick they apply

9. Extremely high-pressured water can easily cut through a steel beam

10. The ancient Egyptians bought jewellery for their pet crocodiles

11. In Japan, it is completely acceptable to call your child 'Buttocks' or 'Prostitute’

12. The US Military's dried food rations can be re-hydrated with urine!

13. In 1994, a real tornado hit a Canadian drive-in showing the film Twister, killing several members of
the audience

14. A Blue Whale can swallow half a million calories in a single mouthful

15. In 1923, Jockey Jack Hayes won a race despite being dead (He had a fatal heart-attack in the
latter part of the race)



Quizmaster Answers
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1. True
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. True

6. False
7. False
8. True
9. True
10. True

11. True
12. True
13. False
14. True
15. True
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